EVS and WVS 05/23/2022

Joint EVS/WVS 2017-2022 Dataset
Version 3.0.0: Released on May 23, 2022.
The following corrections have been introduced:
1.

Additional countries and territories:
a.

To EVS part: Latvia (2021)

b. To WVS part: Armenia (2021); Kenya (2021); Maldives (2022) Mongolia (2021); Morocco (2021);
Netherlands (2022); Libya (2022); Venezuela (2021)
2.

Changes in variables: (if any)
a.

3.

In the WVS part: updated transliteration of labels for region names (reg_iso); updated missing party
name labels (E179_WVS7)

Changes in country data:
a.

In the WVS part: weights (gwght) added into Singapore (2020); G027A in Ethiopia (2020); X013 and X013
in Kyrgyzstan (2020) and Vietnam (2020); A039 and A040 in Ukraine (2020).

Version 2.0.0: Released on July 07, 2021.
The following corrections have been introduced:
1.

Additional countries and territories:
a.

To EVS part: Ukraine (2020)

b. To WVS part: Canada (2020), Singapore (2020)
2.

3.

Changes in variables:
a.

Variable x026 has been renamed to x026_01.

b.

wght_eq1000 was erroneously saved for EVS samples with only two decimals – corrected.

c.

cntrycow: non-official code created for Great Britain (201) because the British EVS sample does not
include Northern Ireland.

Changes in country data in the WVS part:
a.

Romania: updated variables on education X025A_01; X025R; W002A_01; W002R; V004AM_01; V004RM;
V004AF_01; V004RF.

b.

Turkey: updated variables on education X025A_01; X025R; W002A_01; W002R; V004AM_01; V004RM;
V004AF_01; V004RF.

c.

Turkey: updated variables reg_nuts2 and reg_nuts1.

d.

Cyprus: updated variables on language of interview and region: lnge_num; lnge_iso; reg_iso.

e.

Lebanon: updated variable on region reg_iso.
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Version 1.1.0: Released on January 26, 2021.
The following corrections have been introduced:
1.

Variable "gwght": The Calibration weights were erroneously set as 1 for all cases of the German sample in the
EVS part of the Joint EVS/WVS version 1.0.0. Correct weights have been included into version 1.1.0.

2.

Variables “F063. Importance of God” and “F114A. Justifiable: Claiming government benefits to which you are not
entitled”: due to the error in the survey software, initial answer distributions to these questions contained errors
in the USA national data-set in the WVS part of the Joint EVS/WVS file. As a part of the correction procedure, the
full questionnaire script and answer distributions to all questions have been checked. Apart from the specified
above variable, few more further questions have been mildly affected.

3.

Variable “X007.Marital status”: further cases on “2=Living together as married” have been incorporated in the
national dataset for Germany in the WVS part of the Joint EVS/WVS file.

